The ImageMouse® basic unit includes the illuminated base and the ImageMouse® with our highly functional, user friendly, Windows-based Image Capture software. The ImageMouse Plus® also includes the motorized Combo-carriers (which accommodates microfiche, 16mm & 35mm open reel microfilm, or aperture cards). Optional 3M and ANSI cartridge carriers can also be ordered. These units can be ordered with either a 24X/28X or 42X/48X magnification rate lens.

**DIMENSIONS**
- 8" High x 24.75" Wide x 15" Deep
- * Allow additional 7" for X&Y movement clearance

**WEIGHT**
- 19.3 lbs.

**VIEWING FUNCTION**
- **Film Size**: 105mm cut microfiche, 16mm and 35mm* rollfilm
- **Film Type**: Negative ad positive, diazo and vesicular, original and duplicate

**INTERCHANGEABLE IMAGE CAPTURE UNIT**
- **Image Size**: 42X/48X or 24X/28X reduction range
- **Resolution**: 1.3 megapixels

**IMAGING SPEED**
- **View**: 150 ms/frame
- **Frame Capture**: Sub one second

**INTERFACE/POWER**
- **Interface**: Universal Serial Bus (USB) port
- **Power**: 110V-240V; 50/60 Hz, U.L./C.E.Approved

**OPTIONS**
- Interchangeable 42X/48X and 24X/28X ImageMouse® capture units. Manual roll carrier. ANSI cartridge carriers can also be ordered. These units can be ordered with either a 24X/28X or 42X/48X magnification rate lens.

**RECOMMENDED PC CONFIGURATIONS**
- **CPU**: Pentium® class, 1 GHz or greater
- **RAM**: 128 MB or greater
- **Video RAM**: 64 MB (capable of 1600 x 1200 resolution)
- **HDD**: 50 MB (Free Space)
- **Monitor**: 19” UXGA or capable of 1600 x 1200 resolution
- **USB Support**: Required

**OPERATING SYSTEM**

*35mm rollfilm and aperture cards may not be viewed full frame.
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